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In this Issue...
ASCO-GU Conference Review
Mark Scholz, MD
See the latest in prostate cancer
imaging, treatment, and research

Self Care for PCa (Part 2)
Dean Foster, MD
Learn how diet and nutrition help
arrest the growth of prostate cancer

Focal Therapy for PCa
Mitchell Kamrava, MD
New technologies in early treatment of
prostate cancer are rapidly advancing

Fight PCa With Strength Training
Joseph Horning, Strength Coach
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Self-Care for Prostate Cancer (part 2)

Dean Foster, MD, PCRI Medical Director
-

Dean Foster, MD

Self Care and Diet

-

Increase Allium Vegetables

-

Increase Cruciferous Vegetables

-

Increase Flavonoids
-
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SELF-CARE

Increase Green Tea, not Black Tea
-

consumed.8

Increase Grains, Fiber

-

PCa risk.9

Increase Soy

Increase Lycopene
few times per week.

Increase Pomegranate Juice

Decrease Animal Protein (avoid charred, pan fried red, white meat)
cooked in similar fashion with skin.

but another saw an

Decrease Eggs:

Decrease Dairy

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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SELF-CARE (continued from page 5)
-

Choices?
show too little or too much of a supplement can increase the risk of PCa.

-

-
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SELF-CARE

increased the risk of PCa.

-

-

Temper Intake of Selenium
-

Calcium supplementation and Vitamin D

-

Conclusion

-

Shafique K, et al. Tea consumption and the risk of overall and grade specific prostate cancer: a large prospective cohort study of Scot-

For references go to Insights at www.pcri.org
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The 2013 ASCO Genitourinary
Conference in Review
Mark Scholz, MD, Co-founder PCRI

present.

Multiparametric MRI and Active Surveillance
Mark Scholz, MD
Prostate Oncology Specialists

before

. He reported
forgoes biopsy altogether when

Testing for Two Molecular Targeted Therapies Fails

Selected Abstracts from the Meeting

pertinent.
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How Long should Hormone Blockade
Continue in Men with High-Risk
Prostate Cancer?
High-Risk prostate cancer

the other.

pharmaceuticals

How Out of Control is the
Overtreatment of Low Grade
Prostate Cancer?

anticancer effects of TIP
are further enhanced

#3
#83
High-Risk disease.
High-Risk is

When the Task Force said, “No More
PSA Testing,” Did Primary Doctors
Listen?

Does Proscar Convert Prostate
Cancer from Low Grade into High
Grade?

diagnosed
cause
#25 that the number of new
patients referred was reduced by 12% compared to
the previous year.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Our Programs Need Your Support
Prostate Cancer Conference
Making a Positive Impact on Quality of Life

PCRI Helpline

Empowering patients and their advocates

PCRI Mentoring Program
Empowering Support Group Leaders

PCRI Website

Silvia Cooper
Chief Administrative Officer

www.pcri.org

2012 Conference DVDs

Blue Community

are still available for a donation of $150
or more.

Family Network and Sharing Forum

2011 Conference DVDs

available for a donation of $100 or more

PCRI Insights Newsletter

2010 and prior
for $50 or more

Keeping you informed and updated

Prostate Cancer Research
Breakthrough Discoveries

Prostate Cancer Awareness
Keeping prostate cancer a priority

PCRI Donor Program
Get Involved

Please help us.
Your donations keep these programs alive.
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Dear PCRI Supporter,
Each year approximately 240,000 men are diagnosed with prostate cancer
in the USA, and 29,720 die.
Although I hate those statistics, it is important that men and their families
are aware of them. We all need to be aware of the numbers - not to promote
step. Education is the next.

Claudia Sangster, Esq.

“Cancer” is a word that evokes intense emotion and fear. But armed with
the right information, men and their families can mitigate that fear by
understanding prostate cancer and learning about multiple treatment
modalities explained in such a way that the “unknown” – which is usually
the basis for such fear – is replaced with knowledge.

Insights newsletter and website, PCRI is dedicated to disseminating clear and concise information on prostate
cancer, from prevention and diagnosis to staging of the disease to treatment options.
are dealing with prostate cancer. I want to make sure they are equipped with the knowledge they need. More

disease.

We cannot do this alone. Yes, there are many worthy causes tugging at our hearts, minds, and wallets.
Nonetheless, we ask that you stand with us and support PCRI’s efforts to bring hope to the men and their
families coping with prostate cancer.
You will be giving the gift of online, on-demand knowledge with your contribution today. You can mail in

Claudia Sangster, Esq.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

Blood Thinners Prolong Life in Men
with Advanced Prostate Cancer

#63,

Provenge Delays the Onset of Bone
Pain
tissues. In

#28 Dr. Caroline Pratz from John

#74,

What Can be Done to Reduce the
Risk of Rectal Burns after Radiation?

More Will be Coming Soon

-

hydrogel

-

#35, that

Xtandi (MDV-3100) Can Safely be
Administered at the Same Time as
Taxotere

View Dr. Dorff ’s video on pcri.org
Live from the ASCO Conference

“Hope after Diagnosis”
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Strength Training
Build Bone Health Through Strength Training

Strength Training For Bone Health*
By Joseph Horning and Dr. Foster

All of us need strength training to keep our body and
bones healthy. Aging and testosterone decrease can be
counteracted with even a moderate amount of strength
training. I met Joe and son Joseph at the gym. They are following a family tradition of father-son workouts.
Joe has a life time of experience and advice. Light weights
or your own body weight can be used to reduce the effects
Joe and Joseph Horning
of cancer and/or cancer treatment. We have recommended
a few basic and gentle movements that can be done at home in order to maintain and promote muscle and bone
strength. Begin carefully as to avoid causing any unnecessary injury. As you build up strength you can slowly
increase the intensity of your workouts being sure not to overwork yourself.

These exercises also fire up your metabolism

Push-Ups

As simple as they sound, push-ups do a lot for your upper body strength. Starting on
the ground, bed, chair, counter, or wherever is comfortable and sturdy; place your
hands shoulder width apart and your knees on the ground. Slowly lower your body to
the floor and then push yourself up again. Do this 12 times, or as close to 12 as possible, then stop. Repeat this movement two more times for a total of three sets. If the
movement is too easy use your feet to support your lower body instead of your knees.

Tricep-Dips

This move requires a chair, or any secure surface about two feet off the ground, with
plenty of room around it. Place your hands behind you on the chair and your feet out
in front of you. Once you’ve supported your body, slowly lower yourself by bending
your elbows. Go only as low as is comfortable on your joints. Then simply raise yourself back up to complete the dip. Just like before; do this 12 times for a complete set
and perform 3 full sets for a complete workout.

Calf-Raises

Now let’s include some leg movements. It’s recommended to have a kitchen counter,
or some ledge to help keep you balanced. Standing one foot at a time, or both if you
prefer, slowly stand up on the tips of your toes. Then lower back on to your heels. To
get more of a stretch stand on a phone book, or something of similar size, letting your
heel hang off the edge.
*Doctor’s approval advised

Areas of awareness to develop are:
Strength, Balance, Agility, Flexibility, and Cardiovascular.
We are in the fund-raising stage of developing a series of strength training videos specifically for prostate cancer
patients. If you wish to contribute to this project please contact us at 310-743-2116
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Dr. Foster’s Breakfast Choices
By Jeanne Foster

-

almonds are the lowest PH of all the nuts and

Food

for

Thought

-

almond and coconut milk at home. Coffee,

substituted.
“Internet research is a great resource for cancer fighting food ideas. Having moderation with some of
our more unhealthy treats is the first step in the fight against cancer.”
-Jeanne Foster
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Focal Treatment for Prostate Cancer

Mitchell Kamrava, MD, Clinical Professor, Dept. of Radiation Oncology, UCLA

Is It Really Necessary to Treat the Whole Gland?
on the horizon for
cancer that is localized
It promises to be as
complications. It is

Mitchell Kamrava, MD

There will be
prostate cancer is a multifocal process in about

Male Lumpectomy
The concept of the index lesion helps explain

cancer is a multifocal process. If the other areas
life.
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to focal treatment. The index lesion concept

trans peroneal approach.

otherwise small foci of disease that is appropriate
and focal treatment.
most common
method used for

How is Focal Treatment
Accomplished?
There are multiple
treatment platforms for

uses either radiation

to kill cancer cells. There
are thermal approaches
that include either cold

hollow little tubes
where a radiation
source runs in and
out of the tubes

There is reasonable clinical experience with

et al
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Focal Treatment for Prostate Cancer(continued)

References
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PCRI announces the search for the

2013 Harry Pinchot Awardee
for dedication and support to the prostate cancer community

Harry Pinchot was widely recognized as one of the most knowledgeable laymen in the
biology, prevention and treatment of prostate cancer. Pinchot made a positive impact on

He served as PCRI’s Program Director for over a decade, and was known as “Helpline
Harry” because he was always taking calls from concerned prostate cancer patients. His
devotion to the mission of educating men and highlighting the plight of those affected by
the disease has earned him national recognition.
PCRI would like to recognize unsung heroes like Harry that are out there making a differRalph Valle, Chuck Maack, Murray Corwin, Peter Doherty and Lyle LaRosh.
personal attributes that show excellence in prostate cancer education, research, advocacy, and community support.
Who May NoMiNate:
Any individual or organization
RequiReMeNts:

2. Letter of recommendation from any of the following: a medical professional, a research organization, a
member of the prostate cancer community.

iNstRuctioNs:
Prostate Cancer Research Institute
Attn: Harry Pinchot Awards Committee

Los Angeles, CA 90045
Applications should be postmarked no later than July 31, 2013. Receipt notices will be e-mailed or mailed out
to nominees as well as the nominating organization or individual.
selectioN:
tributes and accomplishments of Harry Pinchot will be selected to receive the Award*, which will be presented

supply of PCRI’s educational materials.
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2013 haRRy PiNchot aWaRd NoMiNatioN foRM
NoMiNee iNfoRMatioN:

youR iNfoRMatioN:

Your Name

Name of
NomiNee
address
CitY, state, Zip

address
CitY, state,
Zip
email

email

telephoNe

telephoNe

orgaNiZatioNal
affiliatioN

Please attach a separate letter, describing why this nominee is deserving of the Award. In your letter please address the following:

2.

4.

Website
Awards/recognition received.
-

letter to 750 words.

In Memory of Dominic Anthony Manarite
(April 17, 1942 - April 12, 2013)
By Jan Manarite, PCRI Senior Educational Facilitator

After a 13 year battle with advanced, metastatic prostate cancer, Dominic Anthony Manarite has finally
left this world and crossed over into Heaven.
Dominic was best known on Sanibel and Captiva Islands in the 90’s as Captain Dominic of Janice Too
Charters at Castaways Marina, and previously as a favorite bartender at ‘Tween Waters Inn. He also
worked at Bailey’s Liquor Store, “The Grog Shop” in recent years after leaving the charter guide business.
In his younger years, Dominic was an avid auto paint & body man, including owning his own shop in
Dania Beach, Florida for several years. He was known by family and friends as being skillful in woodworking, metal work, painting, and almost every other type of tool and material you can name.
Dominic was born in Springfield, MA on April 17, 1942. He was the son of Antonio V. Manarite and
Frances P. (Williams) Manarite.
Dominic leaves behind his wife, Jan and their son, Mico. He also leaves behind his son, Tony and daughters, Gina, Carla and Nicole, of
Springfield, MA, along with their respective families. He leaves his brother, Michael and wife, Simone – his sister, Addie and her family
in Texas – and his sister, Toni and her family in Massachusetts. Dominic passed away peacefully on April 12, 2013 in the capable hands
of nurses from the Hospice House in Fort Myers, FL. He found great peace in his final months by short, simple prayers with his wife,
being read to from books written by those who have had end-of-life experiences, and saying his Rosary in private.
Condolensences can be sent to Jan’s family at JManarite@pcri.org. In lieu of flowers, the family asks that you consider a
donation to PCRI in Dominic’s name.
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2013 Conference: Entertainment & Excursions*

Saturday Night:
Jerry Peters and Friends
Due to the overwhelming popularity of last
year’s performance, Grammy Award-winning
musician Jerry Peters will return to perform at
the Saturday Night Dinner Gala!

Grammy Museum
Celebrate some of the world’s most
accomplished musicians on this exciting
excursion to the Grammy museum in the heart
of Los Angeles!

Hollywood Bowl
Join other conference attendees to see Blue
Man Group perform live at the famous
Hollywood Bowl!

For our limited-time early-bird fee of $60, please complete the form on page 23 and return to PCRI no later than
*Subject to change. Please visit www.PCRI.org for up-to-date conference information.
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Conference Agenda
Friday, September 6, 2013
Introduction to the Prostate Cancer Conference

FACULTY

TOPIC

Conference Moderator:

Dean Foster, MD
Medical Director PCRI

Prostate Cancer Growth
Arrest Through Self-Care

Mark Moyad, MD, MPH

Jan Manarite

Advanced Prostate Cancer

Nathan Roundy

Newly Diagnosed

Senior Educational Facilitator

Jenkins/Pokempner Director of Complementary
& Alternative Medicine Univ of MI Med
Center-Dept of Urology

Sunday, September 8, 2013
Ask the Experts (2 sessions)

PCRI Educational Facilitators Panel Discussion Q&A

Saturday, September 7, 2013
General Sessions

FACULTY
Charles Myers, MD

Medical Oncologist,
American Institute for Diseases of the Prostate

Nicholas Vogelzang, MD

Medical Oncologist,
Comprehensive Cancer Centers of Nevada

FACULTY

TOPIC

Steven Finkelstein, MD

Radiation

Jeff Turner, MD

Chemotherapy

Mark Scholz, MD

Active Surveillance &
Focal Therapy

Radiation Oncologist, Director TRC
21st Century Oncology

TOPIC
Managing TreatmentRelated Side Effects

Medical Oncologist,
Prostate Oncology Specialists

Advanced Disease

Medical Director, Prostate Oncology Specialists

Duke Bahn, MD

Medical Director, Prostate Institute of America

Mack Roach III, MD

Radiation Oncology

TBA

Nutrition and Fitness

Timothy Wilt, MD

PIVOT Study: Surgery vs.
Observation

Charles Myers, MD

Hormone Therapy

Timothy Wilt, MD

The PSA Screening
Controversy: Debate

John Kurhanewicz, Ph.D.

Imaging

Charles Drake, MD, Ph.D

Immunotherapy

Live On stage Prostate
Biopsy

Mark Kawachi, MD

Surgery

Charles Drake, MD, Ph.D

New Treatments in the
Research Pipeline

Sunday, September 8, 2013

Associate Professor of Oncology,
Johns Hopkins

Andrea Singer, MD

Women’s Issues

Chairman of Radiation Oncology, UCSF

Internal Medicine Physician,
Veterans Affairs Medical Center

Internal Medicine Physician,
Veterans Affairs Medical Center

Medical Oncologist, American Institute for
Diseases of the Prostate

Professor of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging;
Pharmaceutical Chemistry; Urology UCSF

Mack Roach III, MD

Associate Professor of Oncology,
Johns Hopkins

Chairman of Radiation Oncology, UCSF

Duke Bahn, MD

Medical Director, Prostate Institute of America

Mark Scholz, MD

Clinical Associate Professor of Urological
Oncology City of Hope

Medical Director, Prostate Oncology Specialists

Associate Professor,
MedStar Georgetown University Hospital

Roundtable Discussion

PLUS: Back by popular demand: Jerry Peters and

FACULTY

TOPIC

Various Speakers

Case Studies

Faculty and agenda subject to change.
Please visit www.PCRI.org for updated faculty, registration and travel information.

Friends will once again perform along with a keynote by
David Hung, M.D., President/CEO, Medivation at the
Saturday Night Dinner Gala!
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To register for the 2013 conference with our limited-time early-bird fee of $60, please
complete the attached form and return to PCRI no later than May 31, 2013.
You may also register online by visiting www.PCRI.org, or by calling the PCRI office at
310-743-2116.

Registration
ATTENDEE 1 – Primary Contact

EARLY
REGISTRATION
DISCOUNT
EXTENDED to
JUNE 31st

Last Name ____________________________________________
First Name ____________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________
City, State, Zip _________________________________________
Country ______________________________________________

ATTENDEE 2

Email _______________________________________________

Last Name ________________________________________

Telephone ____________________________________________

First Name ________________________________________

FEES
Price
Registration Fee
Early (thru 06/31/13)
Regular (thru 9/5/13)
On-Site
Saturday Gala Dinner
Excursion
Hollywood Bowl (Fri)
Grammy Museum (Sun)

Qty.

Total $

$60
$120
$150
$60

Discounted airline tickets to/from LAX are available by calling
American Airlines at 800.433.1790 or visiting www.aa.com. Use
group code A5793BH.
Discounted car rentals are available through AVIS by mentioning code
D016398 when calling 800.331.1600.

$50
$30

Self-parking at the venue is $10/day and valet parking is $25/day.
Complimentary hotel shuttles are available at LAX (under the red
sign).

Subtotal

Cancellations and refund requests will be honored only if made in
writing no later than August 15, 2013.

Tax-Deductible Donation to PCRI**
Level
Admiral’s Circle
Patron
Sponsor
Supporter
Colleague
Associate
Friend
Other Amount

The official conference hotel is the Marriott LAX Airport Hotel located
at 5855 W. Century Blvd., Los Angeles, CA. A limited number of
discounted rooms are available for $95/night by calling
310-641-5700 and mentioning group code NCPNCPA, or by visiting
www.PCRI.org for an online booking link. This group rate is available
only until August 14, 2013.

Qty.

Total $

$5,000 & Up
$1,000 & Up
$500 & Up
$250 & Up
$150 & Up
$100 & Up
$50

METHOD OF PAYMENT
Check made payable to PCRI
Credit Card Number ______________________________
Security Code _______________ Expiration Date ___________
Billing Zip Code ____________________________________
Card Holder’s Name _________________________________
Signature ________________________________________

TO REGISTER

Subtotal
Total

Mail completed registration form and payment to:
5777 W. Century Blvd., #800, Los Angeles, CA 90045
Fax to: 310.743.2113
Call: 310.743.2116
Online at: www.PCRI.org

**Prostate cancer will strike 1 in 6 men. Your generous donation
helps us fight prostate cancer through research, education and
increasing public awareness.
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SAVE THE DATE:
September 6-8

Saturday Night Fun:
Jerry Peters and Friends
Due to the overwhelming popularity of last
year’s performance, Grammy Award-winning
musician Jerry Peters will return to perform at
the Saturday Night Dinner Gala!

